In this paper, overlapped circular spatially-coupled low-density parity-check codes (OC-LDPC) are proposed and their modified coupled codes are derived, which show better performance compared with the spatially-coupled low-density parity-check (SC-LDPC) codes. It is known that the SC-LDPC codes show asymptotically good performance when the chain length is sufficiently large. However, a large chain length requires a large number of decoding iterations, which is often ignored in asymptotic analysis but causes large decoding complexity. The proposed OC-LDPC codes reduce the decoding complexity while maintaining good asymptotic properties of the SC-LDPC codes. The improvement in the decoding complexity comes from that the proposed codes are effectively split into two separate SC-LDPC codes with shorter chain length during decoding process. Thus, the OC-LDPC codes can be decoded with smaller number of decoding iterations. Also, finite-length protograph-based OC-LDPC codes are designed and it is shown that the proposed codes have superior finite-length code performances than the SC-LDPC codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatially-coupled low-density parity-check (SC-LDPC) codes have attracted many attentions in recent years due to their ability to achieve the Shannon limit of binary-input memoryless outputsymmetric (BMS) channels under iterative decoding [1] . The research on the SC-LDPC codes was started with the advent of convolutional LDPC codes by Felstrom and Zigangirov [2] . There have been lots of research results on construction and analysis of the convolutional LDPC codes [3] - [11] . Especially, Sridharan et al. [6] derived the belief propagation (BP) threshold which is a theoretical performance limit of the iterative decoding for the convolutional LDPC codes and Lentmaier et al. [9] empirically showed that the BP thresholds of convolutional LDPC codes are close to the MAP thresholds of the underlying regular block LDPC codes. This remarkable improvement of the BP thresholds was named as "threshold saturation" which was analytically proved in [12] . Recently, proving the threshold saturation effect has been done through many different approaches such as a potential function [13] , [14] and an one-dimensional continuous coupled system [15] . These approaches utilize the unique decoding process of SC-LDPC codes; the reliable messages are propagated from the both ends to the center on the Tanner graph in a wave-like manner.
SC-LDPC codes are constructed by coupling L disjoint LDPC codes with the boundary condition which cause the wave-like propagation. However, at the cost of the wave-like propagation, the boundary condition reduces the overall code rate compared with that of underlying codes, where the code rate reduction converges to zero at a speed 1/L. Thus, we can obtain an asymptotically good code ensemble for large chain length because the rate loss is vanished while the wavelike decoding process is still successful even for extremely large chain lengths, provided that the iteration number increases with the chain length. In a practical situation, however, SC-LDPC codes with too large L are not appropriate because of their large decoding complexity.
Furthermore, an in-depth analysis regarding a scaling law of the SC-LDPC ensemble shows that large L is not good for the finite-length performance [16] . On the other hand, an SC-LDPC ensemble with short L has practically good properties such as low required numbers of iterations for the wave-like propagation and good finite-length performances. That is, with varying L, there exists a trade-off between the asymptotic and practical properties in the SC-LDPC ensembles.
To improve the trade-off relation between the asymptotic and practical properties, we propose a new coupled ensemble by modifying the SC-LDPC ensemble.
Some modifications of the SC-LDPC ensemble have been studied to achieve performance improvement in practical situations. Among them, we focus on the modification by properly connecting multiple SC-LDPC ensembles. The idea of coupling is not limited to connection of several LDPC ensembles into a chain (an SC-LDPC ensemble) but extended to connection of several chains to overcome some problems that a single chain cannot solve. For example, the multi-dimensional SC-LDPC codes [17] were considered for their robustness against burst erasures. In [18] - [20] , a loop ensemble obtained by connecting two SC-LDPC chains was proposed with improved BP thresholds over the binary erasure channel (BEC) and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. In [20] , it is shown that the improved BP thresholds of the loop ensembles for the short chain length L = 15 can be translated into the better finitelength performance. However, for the long chain length L = 50, the loop ensemble shows worse finite-length performance than the SC-LDPC ensemble even though the BP thresholds of two ensembles are identical.
The proposed coupled ensemble, called overlapped circular SC-LDPC (OC-LDPC) ensemble, is obtained based on the idea to connect multiple chains, but it is different from the loop ensemble in the sense that the OC-LDPC ensemble consists of two circular SC-LDPC ensembles rather than two SC-LDPC ensembles. Since there is no reliable position initiating decoding waves in the symmetric structure of the circular SC-LDPC ensemble [12] , the performance improvement by coupling does not appear in the circular SC-LDPC ensemble. To make a reliable region from which decoding waves start to propagate in the circular ensemble, an approach that shortening some variable nodes is introduced in [21] . On the other hand, our proposed approach is overlapping some variable nodes in two circular SC-LDPC ensembles, which introduces high-degree variable nodes. Since high-degree variable nodes in LDPC codes are successfully decoded with high probability, a reliable region is formed by the introduced high-degree variable nodes. After forming reliable region, the connected two circular SC-LDPC ensembles can be considered as two splitted short SC-LDPC chains which are separately decoded with small number of iterations. Hence, the OC-LDPC ensemble with long chain lengths shows good practical properties similar to short SC-LDPC chain while retaining good asymptotic properties due to its long chain length. In addition to the OC-LDPC ensemble, we also propose a modified OC-LDPC ensemble, called partially overlapped circular SC-LDPC (POC-LDPC) ensemble, to increase the design rate of the OC-LDPC ensemble.
Contrary to the randomly defined ensemble, codes from protograph-based ensembles [22] are well suited for designing practical codes with several advantages such as good finitelength performance and an implementation-friendly structure. Also, protograph-based SC-LDPC ensembles have good minimum distance properties as well as capacity approaching BP thresholds [23] . Thus, we design finite-length OC-LDPC codes based on protograph and numerical results
show that the proposed codes provide better finite-length performance than the conventional SC-LDPC codes for both short and long chain lengths. Furthermore, it is also verified that a construction method called precoding [24] is applicable to the proposed ensemble to further improve the performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief review of the SC-LDPC ensemble which will be compared with the proposed coupled ensembles. In Section III and Section IV, the proposed OC-LDPC and POC-LDPC ensembles are introduced and analyzed by the density evolution (DE) and the expected graph evolution. In Section V, the protographbased ensembles for the proposed coupled ensembles are presented. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. SPATIALLY-COUPLED LDPC ENSEMBLES

A. Construction of SC-LDPC Ensembles
Let d l and d r be variable node degree and check node degree of regular LDPC ensembles, respectively. We consider the SC-LDPC ensemble in [12] denoted by the
ensemble, where L and w denote the chain length and the coupling length of the SC-LDPC ensemble, respectively. The According to the precise definition in [12] , the number of edges from the variable nodes at the position i to the check nodes at the position i+j is M d l /w, j ∈ [0, w −1]. Then, the check nodes Since there are M variable nodes at each position, the total number of variable nodes in the graph is V = LM . However, some check nodes at the leftmost w − 1 and rightmost w − 1 boundary positions cannot be connected to any variable node in the ensemble if all d r sockets of the check node are connected to the known virtual variable nodes. The expected number of check nodes with at least one connection to the variable nodes in the graph is
which is less than
is given as [12, Lemma 3]
where the first term is the design rate of the underlying regular LDPC ensemble, the second term represents the rate loss by coupling, and the third term represents the rate gain by the 6 unconnected check nodes. Since the third term is small in comparison with the second term, the design rate of the SC-LDPC ensemble is reduced from the first term, but it converges to the first term as L increases.
B. Density Evolution of SC-LDPC Ensembles
In this paper, the channel is assumed to be the BEC with erasure probability . The DE is often used as an analytical tool for the BP decoding of LDPC codes in the asymptotic setting such as infinite codeword length and infinite iteration numbers. For the coupled ensembles, the DE keeps track of the average erasure probability of messages at each position. Let x (l) i be the average erasure probability of messages emitted from the variable nodes at the position i in the iteration l. Also, let f (l) i be the average non-erasure probability of a message emitted from the check nodes at the position i in the iteration l. Set the initial conditions as x
. Also, the known virtual variable nodes outside the ensemble imply the boundary conditions as x
. It can be rewritten as
where in order to make a simple form, the right-hand side of (2) is expressed as (3) using the function g 1 (·) as given in [12] .
Lemma 1:
The solution of DE equation in (2) satisfies the following properties.
and all l ≥ 0.
Proof: The first property is easily checked by the symmetry of the DE equation in (2) and symmetric boundary conditions. From the facts that the boundary values are zero and the function g 1 (·) is monotonic in each of its arguments, we can show the second property by the induction.
Lemma 1 implies that the constellation (x
L−1 ) takes a so-called wave-like solution [15] . If the channel parameter has the value between the BP threshold and the MAP threshold of the underlying (d l , d r )-regular LDPC ensemble, the left and right waves occur on both ends of positions after a few iterations by zero boundary values. During the decoding process, two waves propagate toward center position and the decoding process of the DE equation is completed when two waves disappear after they meet at the center position.
Definition 2 (Required number of iterations): The required number of iterations I SC ( r , δ r ) of
i ≤ δ r for all i and = r }.
An asymptotically good ensemble with good BP decoding performance has large BP threshold.
The BP threshold, however, assumes an infinite number of iterations which is infeasible in the practical situation. Thus, we include the required number of iterations I SC ( r , δ r ) as another performance measure to design a practically good ensemble that works properly with the limited number of iterations. Denote the BP threshold and the MAP threshold of the
where the variable nodes at each position are decoded without the wave-like propagation,
We focus on the required number of iterations when
In that erasure range, the required number of iterations means the minimum decoding time such that the variable nodes at all positions are successfully decoded via the propagation of the reliable messages. Thus, the required number of iterations I SC ( r , δ r ) increases proportionally to L. 1.E-02
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C. Expected Graph Evolution of SC-LDPC Ensembles
In [16] and [20] , it was introduced how to predict the finite-length performance of SC-LDPC codes by the scaling law. The scaling law of SC-LDPC ensemble 1 depends on the scaling parameters derived by analyzing the decoding process of the peeling decoder. The peeling decoder shows the same decoding performance as the BP decoder over the BEC but operates in different ways. Whereas the BP decoder updates all variable nodes and check nodes in parallel at each iteration, the peeling decoder sequentially decodes an unknown variable node which is connected to a degree-one check node at each iteration and removes the decoded variable node along with the connected degree-one check node from the graph. As the peeling decoding progresses, the number of nodes in the graph decreases and becomes zero if the codeword is successfully decoded. In other words, successful decoding is achieved if at least one degree-one check node remains alive in the graph until all unknown variable nodes are recovered. Thus, the finite-length performance of a code ensemble is related to the evolution of the number of degree-one check nodes in the graph. 1 The definitions of SC-LDPC ensemble in [12] and [16] are somewhat different. As mentioned in [16] , the definition in [16] imposes structure on connections of variable nodes such that a variable node at the position i has exactly one connection to a check node at the position in Si(w = d l ). Whereas the definition in [12] is appropriate for the DE analysis, the scaling law is easily derived by using the definition in [16] . Thus, we will follow the definition in [16] for the analysis of the scaling law.
Let r 1 (τ ) be the fraction of degree-one check nodes in the graph where τ is the normalized number of iterations by M , i.e., τ = l/M . Since it takes M L iterations in average to decode all unknown variable nodes of a code in the C SC (d l , d r , L, w) ensemble after transmission over the BEC with erasure probability , the average range of τ is 0 ≤ τ ≤ L. In [16] , a closed-form expression of the expected fractionr 1 (τ ) of degree-one check nodes was derived. Based on the evolution ofr 1 (τ ), it was figured out which factors affect the finite-length performance of the coupled ensembles. The first factor is whether the expected evolutionr 1 (τ ) has a critical point or critical phase. The critical point is defined as τ wherer 1 (τ ) shows a single local minimum and the critical phase indicates the interval of τ wherer 1 (τ ) stays equal at the local minimum.
Since the number of degree-one check nodes of a code instance is mostly prone to fall down to 0 at the local minimum ofr 1 (τ ) [16] , the cumulative probability of decoding failure is higher for the case when the critical phase exists than the case when the critical point exists. Next, among the cases when the critical phase exists, the decoding failure is more likely to occur if the evolution ofr 1 (τ ) has longer critical phase or lower local minimum value. Thus, duration of the critical phase and the local minimum value ofr 1 (τ ) are important factors for the finite-length performance.
From the DE and expected graph evolution results in Fig. 2 , we observe how the measures of the C SC (3, 6, L, 3) ensemble behave as the chain length L increases as follows.
i) As in Fig. 2 (a), the design rate increases and approaches to the design rate of the underlying regular LDPC ensemble.
ii) As in Fig. 2 (a), the BP threshold decreases for a while and then approaches to the MAP threshold of the underlying regular LDPC ensemble.
iii) As in Fig As the chain length L increases, we obtain capacity approaching SC-LDPC ensembles due to the steadily increasing design rates and the saturated thresholds. However, short SC-LDPC chains are expected to show good finite-length performance because they have higher BP thresholds, lower required number of iterations, and better expected graph evolutions.
III. OVERLAPPED CIRCULAR SC-LDPC ENSEMBLES
In this section, a new coupled ensemble, called as OC-LDPC ensemble, is proposed. The OC-LDPC ensemble is designed to keep the nice features of short SC-LDPC chains as discussed in the previous section even though it has longer chain length.
A. Circular SC-LDPC Ensembles
The circular SC-LDPC ensemble
is presented in [12] . For the circular SC- 
Then, the edge connection used in the SC-LDPC ensemble is also applied to the edge connection for the circular SC-LDPC ensemble usingS i (w) instead of
The resulting edge connection is symmetric for all positions due to the modulo operation inS i (w).
Contrary to the SC-LDPC ensemble, all check node sockets of the
are connected to the variable nodes in the graph. Thus, the design rate
ensemble is given as
which is equal to the design rate of the 
B. Construction of OC-LDPC Ensembles
Next, connect two circular SC-LDPC ensembles by overlapping each pair of variable nodes at the positions (1,
Note that the variable nodes at the positions (1, L s + i) and (2, L s + i) indicate the same variable node set for 0 ≤ i ≤ ∆ − 1.
Finally, the following edge connection method is applied.
. Similar to the SC-LDPC ensemble, each of d l edges of a variable node with degree d l at the position
] is uniformly at random and independently connected to the check nodes inS t,i (w). On the contrary, each of 2d l edges of a variable node
is uniformly at random and independently connected to the check nodes inS 1,i (w) ∪S 2,i (w). It means that the overlapped high-degree variable nodes are connected to the check nodes located at both circular SC-LDPC ensembles. Fig. 3 shows the Tanner graph of the C OC (3, 6, 8, 3, 2) ensemble. It is composed of two circular SC-LDPC ensembles which are located at the top and bottom, respectively. 
where the second term represents the rate loss by the overlapped variable nodes. Compared with the design rate of the SC-LDPC ensemble in (1), the OC-LDPC ensemble suffers from an additional rate loss as much as the rate gain by the unconnected check nodes for ∆ = w − 1.
However, for a comparison, we will mainly assume ∆ = w − 1 because the rate gain in (1) is ignorable.
C. Density Evolution of OC-LDPC Ensembles
t,i be the average erasure probability of a message emitted from the variable nodes and f (l) t,i be the average non-erasure probability of a message emitted from the check nodes at the position (t, i) in the iteration l. For simplicity, we will denote the modulo operation
The DE equation (4) It is obvious that x
from the symmetry of the equation in (4) for t. Thus, instead of using two-dimensional DE equation in (4), one-dimensional DE equation using only the position (1, i), which is denoted by i for simplicity, is given as
where f (l)
into (5), we obtain
where
Lemma 2: The solution of the DE equation (6) satisfies the following properties:
Ls , for all l. Proof: Lemma 2 will be proved by induction. All the properties are satisfied for l = 0 by the initial condition. Suppose that the properties are satisfied for l = k > 0. Let
The relationship between y
Ls−(w−1) , . . . , y 
D. Comparison Between SC-LDPC and OC-LDPC Ensembles
In this subsection, the
ensemble where ∆ = w − 1. First, the OC-LDPC ensemble has rather higher design rate than the SC-LDPC ensemble due to its long chain length 2L s + ∆. Despite the difference of the design rate, we will explain below that the solutions of the DE equations for both ensembles evolve in a similar way.
If the high-degree variable nodes in the reliable region for the OC-LDPC ensemble are known, i.e., x (l) 
However, through extensive numerical experiments, we observe that erasure probabilities of high-degree variable nodes in the OC-LDPC ensemble rapidly converge to zero after some iterations and the bounds in Proposition 1 are almost achieved. Table I shows that the OC-LDPC ensembles significantly outperform the SC-LDPC ensembles for all L. In order to explain such improvements of the OC-LDPC ensembles over the SC-LDPC ensembles, Table II compares the C OC (3, 6, 2L s + ∆, 3, 2) ensemble with the C SC (3, 6, L s , 3) ensemble. From Table II shows that the BP threshold and the required number of iterations of two ensembles are the same up to four decimal digits, i.e., splitting occurs from L s = 11 for 
Proof: Consider the erasure probability x Thus, x (l) u converges to a non-zero value as l goes to infinity for
i.e., splitting does not occur. Table III .
Example 3: Constructing the OC-LDPC ensemble coupled with irregular LDPC ensembles [25] is also possible. Let L(x) be the normalized variable degree distribution from a node perspective [25] . Consider an irregular variable degree distribution L(x) = x 23 and a regular check node degree 8 used in [26] . Since the average degree of L(x) is 4, such degree distribution can be compared with the case (d l , d r ) = (4, 8) . In [26] , the SC-LDPC ensemble based on such irregular degree distribution is shown to increase the convergence speed compared
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E. Expected Graph Evolution of OC-LDPC Ensemble
The splitting for the OC-LDPC ensemble is also investigated by the expected graph evolution.
In Fig. 5(b) , the evolution curves of the expected fractionr 1 (τ ) of degree-one check nodes for the C SC (3, 6, 50, 3) and C OC (3, 6, 50, 3, 2) ensembles are plotted at = 0.48. First, we figure out that the evolution ofr 1 (τ ) for the OC-LDPC ensemble begins with lower value thanr 1 (τ ) for the SC-LDPC ensemble because there is no low-degree check node in the original OC-LDPC ensemble structure. Then,r 1 (τ )'s for both ensembles gradually decrease and have reached the critical phase. Compared withr 1 (τ ) for the SC-LDPC ensemble,r 1 (τ ) for the OC-LDPC ensemble has two times larger value and shows shorter duration at the critical phase. That is because the C OC (3, 6, 50, 3, 2) ensemble is effectively split into two separate independent C SC (3, 6, 24, 3) ensembles (denoted by 2 × C SC (3, 6, 24, 3) ensembles), which can be verified by comparing witĥ r 1 (τ ) for two independent C SC (3, 6, 24, 3) ensembles. Note that we shiftr 1 (τ ) tor 1 (τ −∆/M ) for two C SC (3, 6, 24, 3) ensembles for easy comparison withr 1 (τ ) for the C OC (3, 6, 50, 3, 2) ensemble.
In addition, the average of normalized number of the variable nodes in the reliable region [16] , denoted by v * (τ ), is also included. In Fig. 5(b) , it is observed that v * (τ ) is almost zero at the beginning of the critical phase for two splitted SC-LDPC chains, which enablesr 1 (τ ) of the OC-LDPC ensemble to follow the shiftedr 1 (τ − ∆/M ) of two SC-LDPC chains during the critical phase. As a result, the finite-length performance of the OC-LDPC ensemble is similar to that of two independent splitted SC-LDPC chains.
For L = 20 and = 0.48 shown in Fig. 5(a),r 1 (τ ) 's for the OC-LDPC ensemble and two splitted SC-LDPC chains show a critical point. However, evolutions of these two ensembles look somewhat different because v * (τ ) is not sufficiently close to zero at the beginning of the critical point. Nevertheless,r 1 (τ ) for the OC-LDPC ensemble shows better property thanr 1 (τ ) for the SC-LDPC ensemble which has a critical phase.
IV. MODIFIED OC-LDPC ENSEMBLES
In order to reduce the rate loss of the OC-LDPC ensemble, we modify the OC-LDPC ensemble by taking the similar approach which mitigates the rate loss of the SC-LDPC ensemble in [21] .
A. Partially Overlapped Circular SC-LDPC Ensembles
Consider the C OC (3, 6, 50, 3, 2) ensemble whose BP threshold is the same as The design rate R POC of the C POC (d l , d r , L, w, ∆, κ) ensemble is given as
For 0 < κ < 1, the rate loss is mitigated compared with the OC-LDPC ensemble for the same
The DE equation of the POC-LDPC ensemble is obtained by modifying the DE equation in (5) as Since κ is the fraction of high-degree variable nodes, low κ may deteriorate the overall code performance. Fig. 6 shows the BP threshold and the design rate of the C POC (3, 6, 50, 3, 2, κ) ensemble for various κ. add the results of the corresponding OC-LDPC ensembles with the same L s . As expected, the rate loss due to the overlapped nodes is reduced for κ s < 1. However, the rate gain comes at the cost of increasing chain length L and the required number of iterations. (3, 6 ) for large L as in Fig. 7(b) . By the additional rate loss of the OC-LDPC ensemble as in Fig. 7(a) , the OC-LDPC ensemble has higher gap to the capacity than the SC-LDPC ensemble for large L as shown in Fig. 7(c) . The OC-LDPC ensemble, however, allows a significant reduction in the required number of iterations as in Fig. 7(d) . Such improvement comes from splitting, which is verified by the bounds of the BP threshold and the required number of iterations for the OC-LDPC ensemble described in Proposition 1.
Moreover, the POC-LDPC ensemble reduces the gap to the capacity compared to the SC-LDPC ensemble while maintaining low required number of iterations. In other words, the POC-LDPC ensemble is a new coupled ensemble that is not only asymptotically good but also practically
1.E+00 Fig. 9 . Comparison ofr1's for the COC(3, 6, L, 3, 2) and the CPOC(3, 6, L, 3, 2, κ) ensembles at = 0.48.
good. Fig. 8 shows a trade-off between the asymptotic property (gap to the capacity) and the practical property (the required number of iterations). Clearly, the OC-LDPC and POC-LDPC ensembles improve such trade-off relation.
B. Expected Graph Evolution of POC-LDPC Ensemble
In Fig. 9 , the behavior ofr 1 (τ +(1−κ)∆) for the C POC (3, 6, 50, 3, 2, κ) ensemble with various κ is depicted. Note that we also shift the functions for easy comparison. Although the BP threshold of the POC-LDPC ensemble remains unchanged as long as κ ≥ κ s = 0.68, the evolution ofr 1 (τ ) changes depending on κ. As κ decreases, another local minimum emerges before the beginning of the critical phase because, for lower κ, it requires more degree-one check nodes for decoding of variable nodes in the reliable region. After reaching the local minimum, the evolution goes up again due to the reliable messages emitted from the variable nodes in the reliable region.
However, for κ = 0.6 < κ s = 0.68, the expected evolution approaches zero prior to the beginning of wave-like propagation.
V. PROTOGRAPH-BASED ENSEMBLES
Since the C SC (d l , d r , L, w) ensemble in Section II has randomly connected edges, the
ensemble is called random-based SC-LDPC ensemble. Contrary to the random-based SC-LDPC ensemble, a protograph-based SC-LDPC ensemble has been considered in [11] and [23] . Since code instances from the protograph-based ensemble are well designed to be used with good finite-length performance [27] , a protograph-based OC-LDPC ensemble will also be proposed in this section to consider finite-length performance. In addition, analysis of the random-based OC-
is mostly applicable to the analysis of the protograph-based OC-LDPC ensemble because the protograph-based ensemble is a special case of the randombased ensemble with edge connection constraints determined by the protograph.
LDPC codes based on protograph were introduced in [22] . Assume that a protograph consists of N p variable nodes and M p check nodes. Tanner 
A. Density Evolution of Protograph-Based Ensembles
In this subsection, we describe the DE equations of the protograph-based ensembles in BEC.
Suppose that there exists an edge between the ith variable node and the jth check node. Such edge can be classified into two directed edges: e i→j indicates the edge from the variable node v i to the check node c j and e i←j indicates the edge from the check node c j to the variable node v i .
Let p (l) (e i→j ) denote the probability that the message sent along the edge e i→j in the decoding iteration l is an erasure. Likewise, let q (l) (e i←j ) denote the probability that the message sent along the edge e i←j in the decoding iteration l is an erasure. In the iteration l, the variable nodes first send messages to their neighborhood check nodes and then each check node sends an erasure message if at least one of the incoming messages is an erasure. Secondly, each variable node collects the messages from the neighborhood check nodes and sends an erasure message if all incoming messages are erasures. Therefore, the erasure probabilities of messages are formulated as
where N (a) denotes the set of neighborhood nodes of the node a. The DE is initiated with the initial probabilities p (0) (e i→j ) = 1. Note that the channel parameter is omitted in (7) if the ith variable node is punctured.
Similar to the random-based ensembles, the BP threshold BP of the protograph-based ensemble is defined as the supremum value of the channel parameter for which p (l) (e i→j ) converges to zero as l goes to infinity for all i and j ∈ N (v i ).
B. Protograph-Based SC-LDPC Ensembles
Denote the protograph-based SC-LDPC ensemble as P SC (L, w). The base matrix of the Since the size of the base matrix
where the second term is the rate loss by coupling. Note that the rate gain by the unconnected check nodes in (1) does not exist in the design rate of the protograph-based SC-LDPC ensemble because check nodes must have at least one connection to the variable nodes. Then, the protograph of the P SC (L, 3) ensemble is shown in Fig. 10(a) .
C. Protograph-Based OC-LDPC Ensembles
The protograph-based circular SC-LDPC ensemble is introduced as a tail-biting (TB) SC-LDPC ensemble in [28] . The base matrix of the TB SC-LDPC ensemble B T (L, w) is obtained from B SC (L, w) by adding the last b(w − 1) rows to the first b(w − 1) rows as follows. 
The protograph-based OC-LDPC ensemble denoted by P OC (L, w, ∆) ensemble has the base matrix B OC (L, w, ∆) for L = 2L s + ∆, which is obtained from two B T (L s + ∆, w) as follows.
The variable nodes at the last ∆ positions of the first base matrix and the variable nodes at the first ∆ positions of the second base matrix are overlapped. Since the size of the resulting base
is given as
Thus, the design rates of P SC (L, w) ensemble in (8) and P OC (L, w, ∆) ensemble in (9) are identical if ∆ = w − 1. and new design rules should be considered, but we omit them in this paper.
D. Protograph-Based OC-LDPC Ensembles With Precoding
As discussed in Section III about the C OC (d l , d r , L, w, ∆) ensemble, the variable nodes in the reliable region should be well decoded to split a long chain into two short chains. For the protograph-based ensemble, we consider the OC-LDPC with precoding (OCp-LDPC) ensemble, denoted by P OCp (B, L, w, ∆), which uses the precoding technique [24] to improve the decoding performance of the variable nodes in the reliable region. The precoding to a high-degree variable node is placing a check node between a newly added degree-1 variable node and a high-degree variable node in the protograph, where the high-degree variable node is punctured to maintain the design rate. Applying the precoding technique to high-degree variable nodes in the base matrix of the OC-LDPC ensemble improves the decoding performance in the reliable region and therefore the splitting of the OC-LDPC ensemble occurs well.
In [24] , the case when the only one variable node is punctured for precoding is considered. For the OCp ensemble, however, general case such that multiple variable nodes are punctured can be considered. The following theorem gives a necessary condition for the successful decoding of an ensemble with multiple punctured variable nodes. 
for all i ∈D and |D| ≥ 2.
Proof: Suppose that the above-defined setD exists. We prove the theorem by showing that p (l) (e i→j )'s for all i ∈D are always 1 regardless of l. After the first iteration, p (1) (e i→j )'s for all i ∈D are 1 because the punctured variable nodes have no channel information. Consider the check node set C = ∪ j∈D N (v j ). Then, q (2) (e k←j ) = 1 for all j ∈ C and k ∈ N (v j ) because each check node in C is connected to at least two variable nodes inD by the assumption. Also, by the assumption, each variable node inD should receive messages only from the check nodes in C. Thus, p (2) (e i→j )'s for all i ∈D are still 1 and this argument applies regardless of the iteration number. The base matrix of the
where P is a p × c∆ matrix and I is the p × p identity matrix. The variable nodes corresponding to the non-zero column in P are punctured and the matrix P is designed so that the variable nodes in the base matrix do not includeD mentioned in Theorem 2. 1.E-04
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E. Finite-Length Simulation Results
We focus on the finite-length performance of various codes with the degree distribution are not suitable for the OC-LDPC ensemble. However, it is practically reasonable to consider (3, 6) degree distribution because there are some drawbacks such as high complexity, slow convergence speed, and large rate loss if we use higher degree distributions [12] , [26] . Fig. 11(a) , we compare the codes derived from the SC-LDPC, OC-LDPC, and OCp-LDPC ensembles with lifting factor M = 1000. It shows that the OC-LDPC code improves the block error rate compared with the SC-LDPC code. In addition, the OCp-LDPC code shows further improved performance which is close to that of two independent SC-LDPC codes with L = 9.
For a long chain length L = 50 in Fig. 11(b) , the lifting factor is 500. The OC-LDPC and OCp-LDPC codes show almost the same performance as two independent SC-LDPC codes with L = 24. Although the SC-LDPC ensemble has the same BP threshold as the OC-LDPC and
1.E-01 OCp-LDPC ensembles for L = 50, the performance improvement has also been observed as the case of L = 20. The main reason for this finite-length performance improvement is splitting of the OC-LDPC code.
In Fig. 12 , the block error rates of the SC-LDPC and OC-LDPC codes for L = 50 are obtained for various number of iterations over BEC with = 0.465. The result shows that the SC-LDPC code requires roughly maximum number of iterations 400 whereas the OC-LDPC code requires roughly 250 to achieve their lowest block error rate. It implies that the practical decoding complexity of the OC-LDPC code is lower than that of the SC-LDPC code. Moreover, the performance improvement of the OC-LDPC code is still observed compared with the SC-LDPC code when a sufficient number of iterations is allowed. This is expected by the expected graph evolution of the SC-LDPC and the OC-LDPC ensembles analyzed in Section III.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new coupled ensemble by overlapping two circluar SC-LDPC ensembles is proposed. A key property of the proposed ensemble called OC-LDPC ensemble is that it behaves as two SC-LDPC ensembles with shorter chain lengths during the decoding process.
Since the SC-LDPC ensemble is more easily decoded as the chain length decreases, the OC-LDPC ensemble gives more improved BP thresholds compared with the SC-LDPC ensemble. A construction method of random-based ensembles can be extended to construct protographbased ensembles to obtain practically usable codes. From the numerical analysis, we also verify that the performance improvement of the OC-LDPC codes can be achieved not only for asymptotic cases but also for the finite-length cases.
